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Now Fall Makeup Looks Opulent, Oriental & In Colorful Mood
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Next, work on your Tips.
Outlining lips gives a sure
shape to them. Lip pencils
penorm wonders in defining
lips, preventing color from
"bleeding" into tiny lines
around the mouth.

Shades of the Orient
makeup by Flori Roberts will
be introduced in U. S. den.

stores this fall. .
"

Oriental horoscopes and fo.
tune cookies will be given with

every purchase.

bring color around the lower
edge of the eye, stroke deep
tone in the Hid crease, add
highlighter, and use a pencil to
outline.

Blusher's can work beauty
magic. If you've been using it

only on cheeks, have a fling at
blushing your forehead, nose
tip and chin. Apply two coor-

dinating shades, placing the
deeper tone in the cheek
hollow, the lighter on the
cheekbone. Experiement with
the plum contouring blushers.

tones. Burnt almond, a bur-
nished brown, has the depth
and richness so important.
Dragon Fire, a dark golden
ruby, is a strong choice among
the reds. Whichever you
choose though, you'll want to
use the new applicaiton techni-

ques for best results.
Try eyeshadow in different

combinations: using violets
with plums, or teals with
sparkle browns. Remember
most makeup artists don't use
a single shade on the licL They

One sure way to lift your
spirits and feel like a million,
is to try the new Oriental
makeup shades coming for
fall.

This opulent mood is ap-

parent in Flpri Roberts Shades
of the Orient collection, with
three distinct color groupings

'

to choose and use in a myriad
of exotic looks.

Dynasty Orchid, a lush,
deep magenta, is a favored
leader in the popular plum
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